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Abstract. Cloud storage is in widespread use by individuals and enterprises but introduces a wide array of attack vectors. A basic step for users
is to encrypt their data, yet it is not obvious what security properties are
required for such encryption. Furthermore, cloud storage providers often
use techniques such as data deduplication for improving eﬃciency which
restricts the application of semantically-secure encryption. Generic security goals and attack models have thus far proved elusive: primitives are
considered in isolation and protocols are often proved secure under ad
hoc models for restricted classes of adversaries.
We formally model natural security notions for cloud storage and
deduplication using a generic syntax for storage systems. We deﬁne security notions for conﬁdentiality and integrity in encrypted cloud storage
and determine relations between these notions. We show how to build
cloud storage systems that satisfy our deﬁned security notions using standard cryptographic components.

1

Introduction

When handing over their data to third parties, it is natural that users regard
security and privacy as critical concerns. Some users may be willing to trust a
cloud storage provider (CSP) to secure their data, but as the Snowden revelations have shown, even well-meaning providers are not immune from compromise. Users increasingly want to manage conﬁdentiality and integrity of their
outsourced data without the need to trust the CSP.
It is perhaps surprising that up to now there seems to be no general model
of security for remote storage. What are the essential components of a remote
storage system, and how should users protect their data so that they can interact usefully with the system while maintaining security requirements? It may
seem obvious that users should simply encrypt their data, but the remote storage scenario is diﬀerent from that of communication or local storage. Multiple
users interact and ﬁles are vulnerable to manipulation by the CSP. Moreover,
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eﬃciency factors may conﬂict with user goals. Speciﬁcally, CSPs extensively use
deduplication for removing redundant copies of data and saving storage.
Security Goals for Cloud Storage. Users who trust their storage provider
can send plaintext data for storage: this is today the most common situation.
Several commercial storage providers, however, support client-side encryption so
that the cloud provider cannot obtain the plaintext. It is not immediately obvious
which security properties are most appropriate for client-side encryption. In this
paper we create a ﬁne-grained approach to adversarial capabilities in terms of
compromise of both users and servers. We consider three diﬀerent security goals
and show how they can be achieved within our model.
IND This is the usual standard for strong conﬁdentiality of encrypted data:
indistinguishability of ciphertexts. We will show that this can be achieved in
our cloud storage model by appropriate choice of encryption scheme.
PRV Deduplication cannot take place if strong encryption is deployed. Privacy
under a chosen distribution attack (PRV-CDA) [4] is used to identify achievable security in the presence of message-derived keys. We will show how this
primitive-level goal can be transferred to the protocol level using our model.
INT In many scenarios the user wishes to remove local copies of outsourced
ﬁles so has no way checking if a retrieved ﬁle has been modiﬁed. We introduce a notion of integrity of ciphertexts for cloud storage schemes (INT-SC),
with three ﬂavors corresponding to diﬀering levels of server compromise. Furthermore, we consider integrity in deduplicating schemes and link existing
deﬁnitions of tag consistency to our framework.
Contributions. The literature on secure cloud storage has tended to focus on
ad hoc solutions rather than generic models that capture classes of realistic
adversaries. We ﬁll this gap by providing a comprehensive deﬁnition of cloud
storage in terms of the input/output behavior of the entities in the system. For
various security properties we use our framework to deﬁne game-based notions.
We identify the limits of a number of key security properties in cloud storage
and provide generic security models for encrypted storage and deduplication. Our
framework covers many natural and practically-deployed cloud storage solutions
and this approach enables practitioners to identify which components of a storage
scheme need to satisfy certain criteria for a given security goal. Speciﬁcally, we:
– create a modular framework for security models in cloud storage;
– cast known and novel attack models and security notions in our framework;
– consider known attacks on schemes.
Previous Work. From the point of view of a single enterprise or an individual, secure outsourced storage seems straightforward: encrypt all ﬁles at the
client side using strong symmetric encryption, use a message authentication
code (MAC) or AE for integrity and keep the key(s) secret. In this mindset,
cloud storage appears similar to disk encryption [11], and this is the approach
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recently taken by Messmer et al. [21]. Such an approach ignores more complex
interactions between diﬀerent clients and servers lacking mutual trust.
Moreover, the business model that allows CSPs to provide cheap storage
relies on individuals not employing encryption so as not to interfere with data
deduplication. Since the concept of convergent encryption [8] was formalized by
Bellare et al. [4] there have been a number of proposals for secure deduplication [10,15,18,27], with each appearing to provide a new threat model. This
has led to uncertainty over what security guarantees these schemes provide. For
example, the protocol of Liu et al. (CCS ’15) [18], as noted later in a revision
to the ePrint version [19] and also in subsequent work by some of the same
authors [20], only provides the security claims if one round of the protocol is
considered: for more than one round, any user can infer whether or not any
ﬁle is stored on the cloud – a side channel that can result in serious security
issues [2,13].
Speciﬁc functionalities designed for the cloud storage scenario have been
modelled and analysed extensively. These include, but are not limited to: protocols for proofs of retrievability (PoR) [14], proofs of data possession (PDP) [3],
proofs of ownership (PoW) [12], secure auditing [29], and privacy of interactions
(queries and results) between a data owner and a malicious server [26].

2

Preliminaries

We use the notation a ← f (b) to denote assignment of a to the result of comput$

− D means that either a has
ing f (b) if f is either a function or an algorithm. a ←
been chosen from set D (uniformly) or according to some distribution D. If a is
a vector then denote the ith component by a[i], with |a| denoting the number of
components. We denote concatenation of two values, usually bit-strings, by a||b.
∪
− {a} indicates that a is appended to L.
If L is a list then the code L ←
Throughout this work we assume that all security parameters and public values are known to all parties (and algorithms). This means that if ever we need to
initialize a primitive or protocol, generation of such values is implicit. In situations where algorithms are run with no inputs given, these public values are still
provided. Our security experiments consider an adversary that possibly interacts
with some oracles before terminating and providing an output. We use the concrete security framework throughout, thus we do not regard adversaries in terms
of security parameters: in particular we avoid use of negligible advantage since
in the cloud setting the (possibly adversarial) server can perform huge numbers
?

of operations per second. In pseudocode for security games, return b = b is
shorthand for if b = b then return 1 // else return 0, with output of 1 indicating successful adversarial behavior. We will use an init procedure to represent
initialization of cloud storage systems – this encompasses a number of possible
subroutines but for generality and brevity we use a single line. An oracle in a
security game that corresponds to the environment simulating some functionality func is denoted by O.func (the simulation may invoke some restrictions on
func).
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Cloud storage infrastructure includes some always-available servers (the
CSP) and some clients (that act on behalf of users) that are sometimes available and interact with the servers. There may additionally be some parties that
interact with the clients and servers to provide extra functionality, such as a
key-server [15] or an auditing mechanism [29]. We regard users as the entities
with distinct logins to a system, and clients as the devices that interact with the
server on behalf of their owner, the user. This allows us to consider two clients
that have the same key material, e.g. laptop and phone, of one user.
Symmetric-Key Encryption (SKE). Our results aim to build secure schemes
from the most simple and well-understood building block in cryptography: symmetric encryption. In traditional SKE, two parties agree some key in advance
and then communicate over some (presumed insecure) channel. In the context of
outsourced storage the two parties are often the same user at diﬀerent points in
time. Additionally, the ‘channel’ is not only the communication lines between the
user and the server but also the server’s storage when the ciphertext is at rest.
Our syntax and deﬁnitions of security follow standard practice and are given in
the full version [6]; here we highlight some choices we have made to facilitate our
results. Our games for IND-CPA, IND-CCA2 and AEAD represent multi-challenge
left-or-right indistinguishability. We do not restrict what we regard as files for
these notions due to the myriad of ways in which a ﬁle can be processed before,
during and after the store procedure. Instead we insist that trivial wins are disallowed by some restriction on the relation between ﬁles sent in (F0 , F1 ) calls to
left-or-right oracles: normally this will mean that the segmentation procedure
applied to both ﬁles must yield the same number of blocks. We also require
PRV-CDA and tag consistency as given by Bellare et al. [4].

3

Modelling Cloud Storage

Our goal is to study security of cloud storage in terms of conﬁdentiality and
integrity of ﬁles. Such analysis is only possible if the model provides suﬃcient
detail about adversarial capabilities. The challenge is to provide a suﬃciently
detailed model that allows analysis, yet is generic enough to facilitate study of
natural schemes. It is desirable that the model can easily be extended to incorporate particular exotic design choices. We present here what is to our knowledge
the ﬁrst such model for (secure) outsourced storage that accommodates both
widely-deployed (and conceptually straightforward) solutions as well as much of
the literature (in particular schemes facilitating encrypted data deduplication).
As for any storage scheme, a user of a cloud storage scheme should be able to
store, retrieve and delete ﬁles. A user must be able to specify which previously
stored ﬁles to retrieve or delete, and we shall achieve that by having the user
choose a unique ﬁle handle (identiﬁer) for each ﬁle when storing. Correctness can
then be deﬁned in the expected way, stated here for a notational introduction:
Definition 1 (Correctness). If user uid previously stored F under handle id
then when it later retrieves id the result will be F, unless client has sent del(id).
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init
01. ST ← ∅
newu(uid)
02. ukuid ← kgen
03. KTuid ← ∅
04. return ukuid
del(uid, id)
∪

05. KTuid ←
− {(⊥, id)}
06. if ∃ {uid, ·, id, 0} in ST then
∪
− {(uid, −, id, 1)}
07.
ST ←
upl(uid, c, id)
08. ST

∪

(uid, c, id, 0)
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store(uid, F, id)
09. fk ← fkeyGen(F, ukuid )
10. c ← Efk (F, id)
11. upl(uid, c, id)
∪
12. KTuid ←
− {(fk, id)}
retr(uid, id)
13. if ∃ (uid, ·, id, 1) ∈ ST
14.
∃(⊥, id) ∈ KTuid
15.
return ⊥
16. if ∃ (uid, c, id, 0) ∈ ST
17.
∃(fk, id) ∈ KTuid
18.
F ← Dfk (c, id)
19.
return F
20. else
21.
return

or
then
and
then

Fig. 1. Deﬁnition of a cloud storage scheme CS.

We use storage handles, denoted by id, to indicate the value that the user
wishes to use in the future to retrieve that ﬁle. We regard the generation of
id as outside the scope of the model. It is perhaps easiest to think of id as a
random value that is generated by the user’s device for each ﬁle. In practice
all a user sees is a list of ﬁlenames (which are certainly not suitable for our
purposes due to non-uniqueness): this approach allows us to focus on issues
directly related to conﬁdentiality and integrity. This handle is distinct from the
deduplication ‘tags’ used in prior literature on message-locked encryption [1,4,8].
In client-side-deduplicating systems the user ﬁrst sends some short, messagederived tag (for example in convergent encryption [8] this is τ = H(H(C)) for
ciphertext C) and if the server already has this tag, informs the user not to
send the full ciphertext and updates that ciphertext’s metadata to indicate that
the user can in future retrieve the ciphertext. Note that this process also occurs
in deduplicating schemes that do not use any encryption. In this context, this
tag is all that is required to claim ownership of a ﬁle. Our handles do not have
this feature: they simply ensure that retrieve queries work ‘correctly’. In Sect. 5
we will discuss integrity in the context of deduplicating and non-deduplicating
cloud storage, and highlight the diﬀerences between our handles and these tags
in more detail.
3.1

A Model for Cloud Storage

Our model for cloud storage is depicted in Fig. 1. A cloud storage scheme
CS[SKE, fkeyGen] = (init, newu, store, retr, del) is parameterized by a symmetrickey encryption scheme SKE = (KG, E, D) and a ﬁle-key generation procedure
fkeyGen, and supports natural functionalities: init for initialization, newu for
adding a new user, store for storing a ﬁle, retr for retrieval and del for deletion.
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Each user is associated with a user identiﬁcation uid, and each ﬁle is identiﬁed
by a storage handle id. We deﬁne per-user keys uk and per-ﬁle keys fk. Each
user has some (preferably small) local storage and the server maintains (what
is from an abstract perspective at least) a vast data structure. Generation of
per-user key material uk (line 02) may include keys for a number of diﬀerent
purposes. The user stores this material and their own KT (‘Key Table’) locally
and the server(s) maintains a database ST (‘Store Table’) that it uses to track
ﬁle ownership and retrieval handles. This means that there is only one ST but
there could be many KTs. Our model retains generality: to our knowledge it
incorporates almost all intuitive schemes and all protocols from the literature
(more details in next subsection). We make no assumption about how ﬁles are
handled in terms of segmentation, nor do we consider redundancy at the server’s
backend. The model that follows is, by design, modular and generic enough to
cope with straightforward modiﬁcations to incorporate such processes.
We now discuss the design choices that require further attention. In line 02 we
explicitly regard the per-user key generation procedure as occurring separately
from the other procedures, this is to retain generality and to allow us to focus
on ﬁle-key generation. ST tracks deletion status of each ﬁle for each user (lines
13–15), using a bit as the fourth value in each entry. In deployed systems this
abstract procedure may not be done as directly as we describe. Line 07 indicates
that the server may at this point delete the ciphertext for the deleted ﬁle, however
we do not enforce this: the ‘1’ ﬂag indicates deletion has occurred1 for user uid
and handle id. Encryption algorithm E takes id as input (line 10): if SKE is an
AEAD scheme then id could be the associated data – we model this construction
later on. Lines 16–19 specify that the ﬁle can only be retrieved if it has not been
removed either by the client or the server: in particular line 17 says that if there
exists an fk such that (fk, id) ∈ KTuid then the retrieve is allowed to continue.
We diﬀerentiate between store – the entire process of storing a ﬁle on the
server and updating the client’s local storage – and upl– the speciﬁc action that
occurs server-side. The deﬁnition generalizes to include the simplest and most
widely-deployed solution, which is without any client-side encryption at all. Any
scheme that distributes ﬁles among multiple servers is also included, incurring
a rather complicated outsourced state ST, however the results in the remainder
of this paper will mainly focus on the single server case. To satisfy correctness
we require an implicit assumption that the CSP forwards all requests honestly:
this approach reﬂects cryptographic models for key exchange. If fk used for
store (encryption) is not the same as the one used for retr (decryption) then no
scheme can be correct. The adversaries that we consider cannot modify KT so
key symmetry is implicit in our model and for the rest of the paper.

1

Many CSPs never actually delete ﬁles at the backend, and this is understandable:
the cost of ﬁnding, accessing and removing a ﬁle and all its redundant copies is often
considerable, and if the CSP uses client-side deduplication then if the user (or any
other) uploads that ﬁle in the future this will incur a bandwidth cost.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Scheme
No encryption
Per-user key
Per-file key
MLE [4]
Liu et al. [18]
DupLESS [15]
Duan [10]
Stanek et al. [27]
CDStore [17]
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fkeyGen(F, uk)
fk ← ⊥
fk ← uk
fk ← KG
fk ← H(F)
fk ← PAKE.Out(F)
fk ← OPRF.Out(F)
fk ← DOKG(F)
fk ← Thr.PKE.KG(F)
fk
SS(H(F

Fig. 2. Speciﬁcation for fkeyGen procedure for existing cloud storage schemes

3.2

Modelling Existing Schemes and Literature

In Fig. 2 we detail the ﬁle-key generation procedure for natural constructions and
a number of schemes from the existing literature. The natural scenarios include
a CSP that does not support client-side encryption (line 1), a CSP wherein each
user holds a per-user key and encrypts all ﬁles with that key (line 2), and a CSP
wherein a per-ﬁle key is randomly chosen at the point of the ﬁle being uploaded
(line 3). The per-user key scenario (line 2) allows deduplication of a particular
user’s ﬁles (but not cross-user deduplication) which can still allow great savings,
particularly in the backup setting. This case also reﬂects some enterprise scenarios in which an organization has a storage gateway (that may interact with
trusted hardware, such as a hardware security module) that deduplicates ﬁles
and encrypts (under one key) on behalf of all of its employees before sending to
some public cloud (CSP). The per-ﬁle key scenario (line 3) intuitively provides
increased conﬁdentiality, but introduces challenging key management. A gateway can also be used in this case as described in the Omnicloud architecture [16]:
this of course requires the gateway to additionally manage the vast number of
keys that could be generated in the enterprise scenario.
Schemes in lines 4–9 all aim to provide ‘secure cross-user deduplication’ to
some extent, providing more conﬁdentiality than using no encryption (line 1)
but at the risk of opening a side channel that may allow a user to learn if a ﬁle is
already stored on the server [2]. In many schemes such as those of Keelveedhi et
al. (DupLESS) [15] and Liu et al. [18], the fkeyGen procedure is not a single algorithm but a protocol run between the user and the key server or the other users
in the protocol, respectively. Stanek et al. [27] use both convergent encryption
and an outer layer threshold encryption scheme to produce ciphertexts, and the
fkeyGen protocol interacts with two trusted third parties. Duan [10] attempts to
avoid the single point of failure inherent in having a single (semi-trusted) key
server (KS) in DupLESS-like schemes: fkeyGen generates encryption keys using a
distributed oblivious key generation, instantiated using a (deterministic) threshold signature scheme. The CDStore protocol of Li et al. [17] distributes shares
of a ﬁle to multiple cloud servers using so-called convergent dispersal.
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The restriction to SKE in line 10 of Fig. 1 is for the purposes of results
in Sects. 4 and 5. Note here that schemes 1–7 in Fig. 2 precisely ﬁt our model
while schemes 8 and 9 do not simply encrypt using SKE – for these schemes E
represents some other encryption mechanism. In the schemes that do precisely
ﬁt our model, generation of ﬁle key fk could happen as part of the key generation
procedure kgen: for example in the per-user key case (line 2 of Fig. 2) fkeyGen
is the identity function. This is one of many potential modular extensions of
our framework: we could of course consider a model in which (for example) the
fkeyGen and E algorithms are general functions with arbitrary inputs.
Cloudedup [23] uses block-level convergent encryption to send ciphertexts to
a third party that adds further (symmetric) encryption and manages metadata.
Dang and Chang [7] similarly assume a trusted entity, in their case hardware.
A trusted enclave uses an oblivious PRF (similarly to DupLESS) to get blockderived keys to allow the enclave to perform deduplication: the enclave acts
as a deduplication gateway then applies randomized encryption before sending
ciphertexts to the CSP. In these schemes encryption is done in two phases and
the per-block keys are managed by the third party; this does not quite ﬁt our
model but it is straightforward to modify how KT (and SKE) works to analyze
such schemes. Recently Shin et al. [25] attempted to distribute the role of the key
server in DupLESS-like schemes by additionally using inter-KS deduplication.
Again, allowing this type of scheme is a simple extension of our model.
To simplify much of our analysis later on we require that every time a new ﬁle
is stored by a client, a new id is generated. This leads to the following assumption:
Assumption 1. In all cloud storage schemes CS considered in this paper, store
is never called on the same id twice.
We emphasize that id is the retrieval handle chosen by the client, and is distinct
from the deduplication ‘tags’ used in prior literature. This assumption (and the
existence of the id) emphasizes that our handles are there to distinguish ﬁle
uploads from one another: each {uid, id} pair can only ever occur once.

4

Confidentiality

Now that we have deﬁned a suitable syntax for cloud storage schemes, we can
begin to consider the many ways in which security features can be obtained.
In this section we turn our attention to conﬁdentiality of ﬁles with respect to
realistic adversaries. Deﬁning conﬁdentiality notions of security is a two-step
process: We ﬁrst deﬁne what we want to prevent the adversary from learning
(the goal ), and then we specify the adversary’s capabilities.
There are several possible goals. The classical cryptographic goal is indistinguishability, where one of two adversary-chosen ﬁles was stored and the adversary
is unable to decide which ﬁle was stored. This is similar to semantic security,
where a ﬁle sampled from one of two adversary-chosen probability spaces was
stored, and the adversary is unable to decide which distribution the ﬁle was
sampled from. A weaker notion is to sample a ﬁle from one of two pre-chosen
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high-entropy probability spaces. The adversary has two distinct capabilities when
attacking a cloud storage system. The ﬁrst is the ability to inﬂuence the actions
of the honest users. The second is the ability to inﬂuence the CSP.
When considering corruption of users, it is important to note that an adversary can usually create genuine logins to a system, and thus receive a valid uid
and uk for an arbitrary number of users. We model this by distinguishing between
two types of newu query: O.newuC creates a valid (Corrupt) user and outputs
its uk to the adversary, and O.newuH that only creates a valid (Honest) user2 .
For its corrupted users the adversary may not necessarily use uk and fkeyGen
correctly (which O.store cannot handle): we model this capability by giving the
adversary access to an O.upl oracle that pushes some {(uid, c, id, 0)} tuple to the
server’s storage table ST. We regard the minimum adversarial capability as being
able to have full control over a number of corrupted users and to make honest
users store ﬁles, we refer to this notion as a chosen store attack (CSA). The
adversary may even be able to get honest users to retrieve ﬁles from the cloud
storage system, a chosen retrieve attack (CRA). Analogously to encryption, CSA
and CRA somewhat correspond to CPA and CCA, respectively.3
The adversary’s control of the CSP can be usefully divided into three levels:
the adversary may have no inﬂuence at all on the CSP then we have an honest
CSP giving the adversary zero access (Z). The adversary may also be able to
look at the CSP’s storage and key material, but not tamper with anything, a
passively corrupt (P) CSP. This models both honest-but-curious CSPs and snapshot hackers (of the cloud’s storage servers or the communication channel). And
ﬁnally, the adversary may have full control over the CSP, an actively corrupt (A)
adversary. When the CSP is honest, it may seem that our model always guarantees conﬁdentiality because the adversary would never have access to ciphertexts.
However, this is not the case, since the ﬁle key generation procedure is regarded
as a protocol and may leak information (as mentioned earlier with the protocol
of Liu et al. [18]). Roughly speaking, we can say that when the CSP is honest, we consider only the security of the ﬁle key generation protocol. When the
CSP is passively corrupt, we must additionally consider the conﬁdentiality of
the encryption used. When the CSP is actively corrupt, we must also consider
integrity in the encryption mechanism. This separation of concerns is by design.
4.1

Defining Confidentiality for Cloud Storage

In combination we deﬁne a generic IND-atk-csp experiment with six distinct
cases: atk ∈ {CSA, CRA}, csp ∈ {Z, P, A} and this IND-atk-csp experiment is
detailed in Fig. 3. Just as in our general deﬁnition for storage protocols (Fig. 1)
we keep track of the retrieval capability by using a table ST, initially set to empty.
2
3

It is certainly possible to extend this model to adaptive corruptions, however this
would add considerable extra complexity to any scheme.
It is possible to deﬁne an equivalent of a passive adversary, however since our deﬁnitions are multi-challenge, the adversary can always call O.LRb on F0 = F1 to mimic
a store query (though it cannot query O.retr on these ciphertexts).
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-atk-csp :
ExpIND
CS, A
init
$
b←
− {0, 1}
CL, usersC , usersH ← ∅
b ← Aoracles
?
return b = b
O.newuC(uid) :
∪
usersC ←
− uid
ukuid ← kgen
KTuid ← ∅
return ukuid
O.newuH(uid) :
∪
− uid
usersH ←
ukuid ← kgen
KTuid ← ∅
return ⊥
O.store(uid, F, id) :
do store(uid, F, id)
O.upl(uid, c, id) :
if uid ∈ usersC then
do upl(uid, c, id)

O.del(uid, id) :
do del(uid, id)
O.LRb (uid, F0 , F1 , id) :
if uid ∈
/ usersH then
return ⊥
else
O.store(uid, Fb , id)
∪
− {(uid, id)}
CL ←
O.retr(uid, id) :
// CRA only
if uid ∈
/ usersH or (uid, id) ∈ CL then
return ⊥
else
F ← retr(uid, id)
return F
O.peek(uid, id) :
// P, A only
return {(uid, c, id, 0/1) ∈ ST}
O.erase(uid, id) :
// A only
ST ← ST \ {(uid, ·, id, ·) ∈ ST}
O.insert(uid, c, id, d) :
∪
ST
(uid, c, id, d)

// A only

Fig. 3. The experiment deﬁning IND-atk-csp security for cloud storage, for
atk ∈ {CSA, CRA}, csp ∈ {Z, P, A}. All adversaries have access to O.newuC,
O.newuH, O.store, O.upl, O.del and O.LR. CRA additionally has access to O.retr, P additionally has the O.peek oracle and ﬁnally A additionally has O.erase and O.insert.

The security experiment keeps track of the O.LR queries using a forbidden list
CL to prevent trivial wins. In order to model the attacker’s inﬂuence on the CSP,
we introduce three new oracles: O.peek, O.erase and O.insert. These are not functionalities of storage systems so they are not included in Fig. 1. O.peek allows the
adversary to see the ciphertext (and deletion status) for some user uid and some
handle id, and this is available to a passively corrupt adversary (P). O.insert and
O.erase model actively malicious (or completely compromised) CSPs, granting
the ability to store or delete arbitrary items in the CSP’s database: these two
oracles are only available to an actively corrupt (A) attacker.
Definition 2 (IND-atk-csp Security for Cloud Storage). Consider any cloud
storage scheme CS = (init, newu, store, retr, del). The IND-atk-csp advantage for
an adversary A and atk ∈ {CSA, CRA}, csp ∈ {Z, P, A} against CS is defined by
 
 1
IND-atk-csp
IND-atk-csp
= 2 · Pr ExpCS, A
=1 −
AdvCS, A
2
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-atk-csp is given in Fig. 3.
where experiment ExpIND
CS, A
On Our Model. Our weakest notion of server compromise, IND-atk-Z, refers
to a very limited adversary, with no access to the server’s database and only
capable of making ‘challenge’ store queries (modelled by O.LRb ) with users that
it does not have key material for, resulting in ciphertexts that it cannot access.
Thus even a scheme with no encryption can be secure under this notion. This
is by design: the only schemes that do not meet this requirement are those that
leak information about a ﬁle to other users during the store procedure.
It is possible to imagine adversaries that may wish to act without being
noticed by the users they have inﬁltrated. This CRA adversary would thus
retrieve but not store or delete – and yet seems to be more ‘limited’ than a
CSA adversary that does perform store/delete operations and does not mind if
the user notices its behavior. This is the nature of adversaries in cloud storage:
the clear hierarchy that exists for encryption does not easily translate.
The concept of length equality for ﬁles in cloud storage is not as clear cut
as it is for bitstrings in an IND-based game for encryption. If the encryption
scheme is not length hiding and the adversary submits one O.LR query and one
O.peek query: if the ciphertext lengths diﬀer then the adversary trivially wins
the game. As mentioned earlier, this means that an inherent restriction exists
on O.LR queries: if the length of (the segmentation of) F0 and F1 diﬀers then
the experiment does not go ahead with the store procedure4 .
Relations Between Notions. While we have just deﬁned six adversarial
capabilities, in fact only three are distinct. Figure 4 summarizes how the notions
relate to each other, and we detail these relations fully in the full version [6].
We give a brief intuition here. If notion A has strictly more oracles than notion
B then any CS secure under A will also be secure under notion B. This means
that IND-atk-A ⇒ IND-atk-P ⇒ IND-atk-Z for atk ∈ {CSA, CRA}, and also
IND-CRA-csp ⇒ IND-CSA-csp for csp ∈ {Z, P, A}. This leaves three equivalences
and two separation results. IND-CSA-Z and IND-CRA-Z are equivalent since it is
always possible to simulate the O.upl queries of an IND-CRA-Z adversary: this
adversary can only use O.store to place items in ST that it can later retrieve (since
O.LR and O.upl are forbidden), and by correctness this means a simulator can
just keep track of these queries in a table. A similar approach can be used to show
that IND-CSA-P and IND-CRA-P are equivalent. To show that IND-CSA-P and
IND-CSA-A are equivalent, the simulator needs to successfully simulate O.insert
and O.erase queries. This is indeed possible: the simulator keeps track of such
queries in a table. As we have mentioned, the CS built using no encryption is
IND-atk-Z. It is however not IND-CSA-P: the adversary simply performs one O.LR
query with distinct ﬁles and then queries O.peek on that entry. We henceforth
refer to these three distinct notions using IND-atk-Z, IND-CSA-P and IND-CRA-A.
4

In deduplicating schemes segmentation can be a side channel in itself [24]. If the
adversary can observe a distinguishable error symbol as part of its O.LR queries
then this may cause issues. We strictly disallow this by not returning anything to
the adversary and assuming a stringent restriction on allowed ﬁle pairs for O.LR.
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IND-CSA-P
IND-CSA-Z ⇐
⇐
 IND-CRA-P  IND-CRA-A
IND-CRA-Z
IND-CSA-A

Fig. 4. Relations between IND notions for conﬁdentiality of cloud storage systems.

4.2

Achieving Confidentiality in Cloud Storage

In the full version we show four straightforward reductions, showing that the
intuitive protocols that we expect to meet all security goals – strong encryption
with random ﬁle identiﬁers – do in fact provide conﬁdentiality. Formal statements are omitted due to space constraints, but we summarize the results in
Fig. 5. We show that if users encrypt using an IND-CPA-secure SKE scheme
using their own ﬁxed key then the overall system is IND-CSA-P secure (and
thus also IND-CRA-P and IND-CSA-A secure). Speciﬁcally, key generation for CS
outputs a random key to each user (or, kgen runs the SKE’s KG algorithm) and
fkeyGen(F, uk) outputs uk for all F. We go on to show that this same construction,
when implemented with an AEAD scheme, yields an IND-CRA-A-secure cloud
storage system, our strongest notion. The scenario in which a random symmetric
key is created for each ﬁle, perhaps surprisingly meets the strongest IND-CRA-A
notion of security even with IND-CPA-secure encryption. Finally we consider
the secure deduplication setting with (a reduction to) PRV-CDA security of the
underlying encryption: for this we need a modiﬁed security experiment (see full
version). These theorems emphasize the simplicity and versatility of the model.

Theorem
1
2
3
4

Key Usage
Per-user
Per-user
Per-file
File-derived

+
+
+
+

Encryption
Conf of CS
IND-CPA ⇒ IND-CSA-P
AEAD
⇒ IND-CRA-A
IND-CPA ⇒ IND-CRA-A
PRV-CSA-P
PRV-CDA

Fig. 5. Summary of the composition results.

Deduplicating Systems Using File-Derived Keys. A natural way for using
SKE in deduplicating systems is to derive encryption keys from the ﬁles themselves [4,8]. Cloud storage schemes with this property cannot achieve the usual
indistinguishability notion because the adversary knows the possible ﬁles and
therefore the possible encryption keys used. For such schemes, PRV-CDA [4] asks
an adversary to distinguish ciphertexts when ﬁles are sampled from some prechosen high-entropy probability space and then encrypted. The probability space
must be independent of the encryption scheme to avoid pathological situations,
hence pre-chosen. This security notion can be achieved by both deterministic [4]
and randomised schemes [1,4]. Based on such an encryption scheme, we deﬁne
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a natural cloud storage scheme by having fkeyGen simply run the encryption
scheme’s key derivation algorithm. We deﬁne a notion of security for such cloud
storage similar to PRV-CDA, where we sample two vectors of ﬁles and store
every ﬁle from one of those vectors. The adversary’s task is to determine which
vector was stored. In the full version we deﬁne this notion and prove the natural
theorem, stated as the last line of Fig. 5.
4.3

Deduplicating Schemes with Non-trivial fkeyGen Procedures

The results so far in this section have only considered schemes for which fkeyGen
is an operation that can be run locally, without the need for communicating
with other users, the server or third parties (i.e. lines 1–4 of Fig. 2)5 . While our
model (Fig. 1) can handle deduplicating schemes with complex fkeyGen protocols
such as that of Liu et al. [18], Duan [10] and Keelveedhi et al. [15], our security
deﬁnitions do not fully capture them due to the ‘unnatural’ inputs to fkeyGen
when ‘called’ by store. A simple extension to our framework allows analysis of
such schemes: an O.fkeyGen oracle that can be called on arbitrary inputs.
Our model is also easily extensible to the distributed storage context: the
O.peek oracle, instead of returning the tuple {(uid, c, id, 0/1)}, could take as input
some indices that correspond to diﬀerent servers and return the information
stored on that subset of the servers, if any, under uid and id. This would enable
a rigorous analysis of schemes such as CDStore [17].
It is straightforward to create a variant, D-IND, of our generic IND experiment
for deterministic encryption: the adversary is not allowed to send the same ﬁle to
O.LR or O.store. In particular, the experiment initializes an empty list, and on
each F or (F0 , F1 ) query to store, resp. O.LR, that value is added to the list. If the
adversary later attempts to perform O.store or O.LR with a ﬁle already on that
list, return ⊥. Certainly any scheme that is IND-atk-csp is also D-IND-atk-csp for
some {atk, csp}, and furthermore D-IND-atk-csp ⇒ PRV-atk-csp.
Since Duan [10] showed that the DupLESS system achieves D-IND$ (in the
random oracle model), we would expect that DupLESS would meet strong security in our model. However given that the adversary has a fkeyGen oracle as
described above, DupLESS does not even meet D-IND-CSA-P. The attack is
straightforward: The adversary calls its fkeyGen oracle on F0 to get fkF0 ; then
again for some distinct F1 to get fkF1 ; calls O.LRb (F0 , F1 ) for some (uid, id) and
does O.peek(uid, id) to receive the c that Fb is stored under. All that is left to
do is to attempt to decrypt c using the two keys it got from fkeyGen earlier to
get Fb , then output b. This indicates how weak a D-IND$ notion is: in a realistic
attack setting, it is trivial for an adversary that has (even only snapshot) access
to the cloud’s storage to be able to distinguish ciphertexts.

5

The threshold scheme of Stanek et al. [27] is a special case since fkeyGen is run locally
but the encryption algorithm is not a symmetric encryption scheme.
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Integrity

Once a user of a cloud storage system has decided to use encryption to ensure
conﬁdentiality of ﬁles, the user will also wish that integrity is retained for ciphertexts sent to the CSP. One approach to this requirement is proofs of retrievability
(PoR) [14], where users embed some data in their ﬁles (ciphertexts) and periodically engage in a protocol with the CSP to check that the ﬁles have not been
deleted or modiﬁed. We consider the simpler problem of ensuring that retrieved
ﬁles are correct. Our approach is inspired by ciphertext integrity notions from
the cryptography literature. As before, we focus on generic results rather than
concrete instantiations. We formally deﬁne a notion of integrity of ciphertexts
for cloud storage schemes, denoted INT-SC (INTegrity of Stored Ciphertexts).
The experiment is given in Fig. 6. An adversary, in control of a number of users
of the cloud storage scheme CS, wins the game by making a user retrieve a ﬁle
that either the user had previously deleted, or that the user did not store in the
first place. This rules out schemes for which possessing a ﬁle hash alone indicates ownership (Dropbox pre-2011 [9,22], content distribution networks, etc.):
in Sect. 5.3 we discuss ciphertext integrity in such deduplicating systems.
5.1

Defining Integrity for Cloud Storage

What follows is a deﬁnition of integrity for cloud storage with three ﬂavours
corresponding to the diﬀerent levels of server compromise detailed in Sect. 4.1.
We call this notion INT-SC-csp for csp ∈ {Z, P, A}.
We use a second storage table TrueST to track all activities that the adversary makes the (notional) users do: store, retr and del. The other ST tracks all
of these activities in addition to the oracles modelling active server compromise: O.erase and O.insert. In Sect. 5.2 we focus on actively corrupted servers
manipulating the storage database: the adversary will always have access to
O.peek, O.erase and O.insert and this corresponds to INT-SC-A. We will later
consider integrity in client-side deduplicating systems: there an adversarial client
(INT-SC-Z) is (inherently) given more power by the mechanism that saves
communication bandwidth. Note that in the description of O.retr , the code
if {(uid, ·, id, ·)∈ST} = {(uid, ·, id, ·)∈TrueST} means that for ﬁxed uid and id, if
there exists an entry in ST and an entry in TrueST such that the tuples are not
exactly equal then this condition is met. Thus if the ciphertext component or
the deletion bit (or both) being diﬀerent means that this condition is achieved.
Definition 3 (INT-SC-csp for Cloud Storage). Let CS be a cloud storage
system based on symmetric encryption as in Fig. 1, and let A be an adversary.
Then the INT-SC-csp advantage for an adversary A and csp ∈ {Z, P, A} against
CS is defined by


-SC-csp = Pr ExpINT-SC-csp = 1 ,
AdvINT
CS, A
CS, A
-SC-csp are defined in Fig. 6.
where experiments ExpINT
CS, A
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-SC-csp :
ExpINT
CS, A
b←0
ST ← ∅
TrueST ← ∅
Aoracles
return b
O.del (uid, id) :
do del(uid, id)
if (uid, ·, id, 0) ∈ TrueST then
∪
(uid, , id, 1)
TrueST
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O.store (uid, F, id) :
do store(uid, F, id)
∪
− {(uid, c, id, 0)}, where
TrueST ←
(uid, c, id, 0) ∈ ST
O.retr (uid, id) :
do F ← retr(uid, id)
if {(uid, ·, id, ·) ∈ ST} = {(uid, ·, id, ·) ∈ TrueST}
and F = ⊥
then b ← 1
return F

Fig. 6. The experiment deﬁning INT-SC-csp for cloud storage. The adversary has access
to O.newuC, O.newuH, O.store , O.upl, O.del and O.retr . If csp = P, the adversary
additionally has access to O.peek; if csp = A, the adversary additionally has access to
O.erase and O.insert. Oracles that are not explicitly stated are as deﬁned in Fig. 3.

Our deﬁnition of del in Fig. 1 ﬁrstly removes the KT entry and then updates
ST if an applicable entry exists. This formulation makes it extremely diﬃcult for
an adversary to win the INT-SC-csp game by retrieving a ﬁle it previously deleted
since it has no ability to edit KT. If del would only delete the KT entry after
checking existence in ST then this would allow a trivial way to de-synchronize
TrueST and ST. We believe this exposition gives the clearest possible deﬁnition
of ciphertext integrity for cloud storage systems as we have deﬁned them.
5.2

Achieving Integrity in Cloud Storage

In the full version [6] we show how to construct a cloud storage protocol that
meets our strongest INT-SC-A notion. The construction is straightforward: each
user holds their own symmetric key and uses an encryption scheme that is
INT-CTXT secure during the store procedure (line 2 from Fig. 2). For this we
require the syntax for an encryption scheme that can handle associated data –
the associated data is the handle id.
Theorem 5. Per-user keys + SKE(AD = id) + INT-CTXT ⇒ INT-SC-A.
Further, we prove an intuitive theorem inspired by Bellare and Namprempre’s
IND-CPA + INT-CTXT ⇒ IND-CCA2 result for symmetric encryption [5].
Theorem 6. IND-CSA-P + INT-SC-A ⇒ IND-CRA-A.
5.3

Integrity in Deduplicating Schemes

For deterministic schemes such as convergent encryption (fk ← H(F)) an adversary with active server compromise can trivially create new ciphertexts that
decrypt correctly. For this reason Bellare et al. (BKR) [4] discussed tag consistency (see full version for TC and STC exposition). BKR’s tags served a diﬀerent
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init
01. ST ← ∅

upl(uid, c, τ , id)

newu(uid)
02. ukuid ← kgen
03. KTuid ← ∅
04. return ukuid

retr(uid, id)
14. if ∃ (uid, ·, id, τ , 1) ∈ ST
15.
∃(⊥, id, τ ) ∈ KTuid
16.
return ⊥
17. if ∃ (uid, c, id, τ , 0) ∈ ST
18.
∃(fk, id, τ ) ∈ KTuid
19.
F ← Dfk (c, id)
19a. τ  ← TGen(c)
19b. if τ  = τ then
19c.
return ⊥tag
20.
return F
21. else
22.
return ⊥

del(uid, id)
∪

05. KTuid ←
− {(⊥, id, τ )}
06. if ∃ {uid, ·, id, τ , 0} in ST then
∪
− {(uid, −, id, τ , 1)}
07.
ST ←
store(uid, F, id)
08. fk ← fkeyGen(F, ukuid )
09. c ← Efk (F, id)
10. τ ← TGen(c)
11. upl(uid, c, id, τ )
∪
(fk, id, τ )
12. KTuid

∪

13. ST ←
− {(uid, c, id, τ , 0)}

or
then
and
then

Fig. 7. Deﬁnition of a deduplicating cloud storage scheme DCS[SKE.Dedup].

purpose to our handles as their syntax assumes the server does not track the set of
allowed users for each ﬁle (i.e. tag ownership is enough to retrieve). This assumption opens up systems to duplicate-faking attacks [28] in which a malicious client
can ﬁnd a tag collision for a target ﬁle, upload an ill-formed ciphertext under
that tag, and stop genuine users from retrieving the target ﬁle. Assumption 1
rules out this type of attack, so we must consider a modiﬁed system model to
include an additional tagging algorithm, formalized in Fig. 7.
A deduplicating cloud storage scheme is a tuple DCS = (init, newu,
store, retr, del) as before, but in addition to SKE = (KG, E, D) and fkeyGen we
also require a TGen algorithm. We follow BKR and deﬁne the TGen algorithm
as acting on ciphertexts only: τ ← TGen(c). This is without loss of generality:
the HCE1, HCE2 and RCE schemes that they describe calculate τ ← H(fk) to
give a ciphertext formed as τ ||Efk (F), then the TGen algorithm parses this value
and outputs τ . Again following BKR we deﬁne a deduplicating encryption mechanism SKE.Dedup = (fkeyGen, E, D, TGen) that combines an SKE’s encryption
and decryption algorithms with the fkeyGen and TGen procedures. BKR called
this primitive an MLE, and their deﬁnition was for generic KG: for our purposes it
is suﬃcient to only consider the fkeyGen algorithm we have previously described
since in the deduplicating scenario fkeyGen typically does not use any material
that is unique to each user. This combined construction deﬁnes all the inputs to
the wider cloud storage system: we write this as DCS[SKE.Dedup].
In a client-side deduplicating cloud storage system, the upl procedure will be
a two stage process: ﬁrst the user sends τ , gets a response indicating whether it
should send the ciphertext or not, and ﬁnally sends the ciphertext if asked to.
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In our syntax line 13 initially only requires (uid, id, τ ) as inputs and checks its
∪
− {(uid, c, id, τ, 0)}. If a
storage for a tag match: if ∃{·, c, ·, τ, ·} ∈ ST then ST ←
match is not found, the server sends a message, sometimes called a deduplication
signal [2], to the user indicating that ciphertext transmission is necessary.
Lines 19a–c in Fig. 7 represent an optional tag check that has a (possibly
distinguishable) error symbol: this operation is employed by the HCE2 and RCE
schemes described by BKR. If the tag check procedure is enforced as part of retr,
then using a SKE.Dedup that is STC does in fact yield a DCS that is INT-SC-A.
The result is stated here informally; the proof is in the full version.
Theorem 7. If DCS[SKE.Dedup] implements the tag check (lines 19a-19c in
Fig. 7) and if SKE.Dedup is STC then DCS is INT-SC-A.
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